
Spelling and dictation 1

duck       The clock went tick tock.
pack       The boy had a back pack.
neck       I had a snack.
clock
lick
snack
brick

        lock
        I
        the

Spelling and dictation 2

        hill             I can smell a snack.  
        drill           He rang the bell.
        smell         We can sing well.
        well
        bell
        doll
        skull
        spill
        he
        we        

 Spelling and dictation 3

       miss         He had a cross on his desk.
       press        The bell went buzz.
       buzz         Do not miss the bus!
       cross
       less
       hiss 
       fizz
       gas
       bus 
       do      

  Spelling and dictation 4

        sniff               The cliff is so steep.
        off                  My leg is stiff.

cliff                I fell off the step.
stiff
puff
staff
stuff
bluff
so 

        my

 Spelling and dictation 5

        sing                 He can bang the drum.
        string              She had a long string.
        bang               The ring is strong.
        ring
        bring
        strong
        thing
        long
        going
        one       

Spelling and dictation 6

sink       One pink pig drinks.
pink       She is at the bank.
tank       He sat on the brink of the cliff.
bank                 
brink
blink
drink 
of
once 
upon

   Spelling and dictation 7

        quiz              The queen is quick.
        quack           Two ducks went quack.
        quit              It is very quiet.
        quick
        queen
        quiet
        quill
        aqua
        squid     
        two

 Spelling and dictation 8

fly                   Pigs can not fly.
flying              He was crying.
try                   I am trying my best.  
trying

     cry
     crying
     drying
     by
     won
     was
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Spelling and dictation 9

    jelly                It was jolly and sunny.  
   welly               I got jelly in my welly. 
   smelly             The baby had a dolly.
   fully
   sunny
   bunny
   dolly
   baby
   jolly
   only

 Spelling and dictation 10

cake         My cake fell in the lake
gate          I got a scrape on the gate.
grape        We have lost the rake. 
snake
name
rake
scrape
lake
have
here

 Spelling and dictation 11

bone         I broke a bone.
hope         We love roses.
broke        The man left a note here.
home
rope 
note
nose 
rose 
move
love

 Spelling and dictation 12

wine           She loves the slide.
time            The man won a prize.
smile          The bride gave a big smile.
prize
like
bride
slide
inside
give
live

 Spelling and dictation 13

cube            The old tune is sweet.
tube             That box is a cube.
tune             My mule was old.    
tuned
use 
used       
fuse
cute
mule

    old 

Spelling and dictation 14

moon        I ate my food from a spoon. 
soon         A hoot came from the gloom.   
loop          We had a funny balloon.
hoot
food
spoon
gloom
cuckoo
balloon
baboon

Spelling and dictation 15

book          The cook shook his spoon.
foot           The boys stood at the door.
wood         The wood was on the floor.
blood      
took
look
cook
shook
door

        floor 

Spelling and dictation 16

           bee                 A bee stung my cheek.  
           weed              Pull up the weeds. 
           cheek             The sweet baby is asleep.    
           sweet
           feel
           creep 
           speed
           freeze
           agree
           asleep
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Spelling and dictation 17

        arm                 My arm was in a sling
        car                  We are in the car park.
        park                Mark had a party.
        shark               
        mark              
        dark
        hard
        party
        smart
        are       

Spelling and dictation 18

        chips             I had chips for lunch.
        chest             Her bag has a patch.
        cheek            He has red cheeks.
        cheeky
        bunch      
        lunch
        patch
        witch
        ditch
        if

  Spelling and dictation 19                               

        fish                     I had a bag of sweets.
        smash                 The ship is big.
        wish                   The fish went splash. 
        splash
        shop
        ship
        shot
        wishing
        she
        does

   Spelling and dictation 20

        those            Those baths are very big.
        thick             This rope is thick.
        thin               She has a maths book.
        with
        this
        thank
        bath
        maths
        they
        there     

Spelling and dictation 21

for            He was born in the morning.
storm       He does sport before lunch.
torch        Put your torch there.
forty
sport
born 
before
morning 
you
your

Spelling and dictation 22

     herb           He has herbs with his dinner. 
     river          There are silver fish in the river.
     number      She goes swimming in summer.
     ever
     finger
     winter
     summer
     dinner
     person
     goes

Spelling and dictation 23

girl            The girl was thirsty.
bird           Her skirt was dirty.      
shirt          He has four shirts. 
skirt                         
fir
first
dirt
thirty
thirsty
four

Spelling and dictation 24

fur            The nurse hurt a finger.
turn          A pipe burst in the church.
nurse        He took her purse.
hurt                   
burst
burn
church
blur
purse
return
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Spelling and dictation 25 

boat         He has two winter coats.
goat         His boat floats on the river.
moat        She loves butter on her toast.
coat
goal
soap
toast
croak
float
throat

 Spelling and dictation 26

sea            I can see the sea from here.
seat           A leaf fell on the seat.
tea            Each team does its best.
team        
eat
heat 
leaf      
each
dream
please 

 Spelling and dictation 27

rain     Do not fail your test!
stain    The snail was trailing home. 
train    Is it faster to go by train?  
snail
tail
aim
fail
pain 
sailing 
trailing

 Spelling and dictation 28

say          Pray that the rain stays away!
hay          He made a snail out of clay.
pray         I will play here with you.
play
stay
away
clay
tray
may
were

Spelling and dictation 29

oil             That coin has oil on it.
coin          Do not spoil your shirt.
spoil         He goes home on Monday. 
toilet
joint
noise
noisy
poison
boiling
Monday

Spelling and dictation 30

boy          The boys were very noisy.
joy           They are very loyal.
toy           We enjoy games on Tuesday. 
royal
loyal
annoy
oyster
destroy
enjoy
Tuesday

Spelling and dictation 31

           how       We went to town on Wednesday.
           now        I love brown owls.  
           brown     She made a crown of flowers. 
           owl 
           town
           crown
           down
           flower
           shower
           Wednesday

Spelling and dictation 32

row         Do not throw snow at me!
arrow      Those flowers grow very low. 
throw      Shall we row on Thursday?
blow
snow
grow
low
crow
shadow
Thursday
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Spelling and dictation 33

out           Please do not shout!  
shout       We will be round on Friday.
round       I found flour on the floor. 
mouth
south
flour
found
our 
ours     
Friday

      Spelling and dictation 34

haunt     The astronaut was at the launch.
launch    That was not my fault!   
fault       It was a Saturday in autumn.  
pause
cause
sauce
autumn
August 
astronaut
Saturday

Spelling and dictation 35

raw         The baby can crawl now.
saw         I saw a claw on a prawn.
draw       Can you draw a hawk?
claw      
prawn
yawn
straw
hawk
crawl
Sunday

 Spelling and dictation 36

high      We had a fright that night.
sigh       He might fix the light.
light      Is this the right spelling?
night      
bright    
might 
flight
right
fright
any 

   Spelling and dictation 37

whizz        What did you whisper?
whale        Where do blue whales live?
wheel        Why are your wheels white?
white       
whisper
which
why
what 
when
 where

  Spelling and dictation 38

      few     A few birds flew away. 
      new    My new books come today.
      flew    I drew the flowers that grew there.
      grew
      chew
      drew
      blew
      come 
      some
      done

 Spelling and dictation 39

photo         I saw a photo of an elephant.
elephant    Can you draw a dolphin?
dolphin      Was Joseph a prophet?
phrase
alphabet
phantom
prophet
Joseph
because
want

        Spelling and dictation 40

all       Do you always walk by that wall?
tall      Those boys are all tall. 
ball     We can also talk about your ball.  
wall
small
talk       
walk     
always

             also
             already
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